
CSDR The essential guide

Background

The Central Securities Depositories 

Regulation (CSDR) may look, at first 

glance, as a specific piece of European 

Union (EU) legislation dealing with the 

prudential regulation of Central Securities 

Depositories (CSDs) only. However, the 

full title of the law is a ‘Regulation of the 

European Parliament and of the Council 

on improving securities settlement in the 

EU and on central securities depositories’.

This means that CSDR also affects market 

participants directly since it covers the 

dematerialisation and/or immobilisation 

of securities, the settlement period for 

securities trades and imposes a new and 

very wide-ranging settlement discipline on 

markets. It also affects CSDs’ participants 

indirectly as a result of the requirements 

imposed on CSDs themselves.

The European Union adopted the Central 

Securities Depositories Regulation on  

29th of October, 2014. The regulation 

seeks to harmonise the central depository 

rules across the European Union. Along 

with MiFID II and EMIR, the regulation 

seeks to increase the soundness of the 

European financial system. 

As part of the larger overhaul of the 

European financial system after the 08-09 

financial crisis, CSDR seeks to mitigate 

settlement risks across member states.  

It was proposed in 2012 to reduce intra-

EU cross-border settlement failure rates, 

as well as reducing costs of cross-border 

security settlement inside of the union. 

This is in unison with the Target2Securities 

project that provides a common technical 

platform for securities settlement.
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Euroclear status 
regarding CSDR

Q. Where do the different 
Euroclear entities stand in terms 
of obtaining their license to 
operate under CSDR?  

Each entity filed with its competent 

authorities in September 2017,  

triggering the engagement of the 

regulators with our documentation. 

Significant internal and external work 

has taken place since: delivering the final 

few documents that were not in place 

by September 2017, embedding process 

changes into our daily lives and managing 

our relationship with our regulators, to 

give them the necessary information to 

assess our compliance. 

The culmination of these coordinated 

activities will be completing the 

authorisation process; i.e. the final 

assessment of our application and the 

granting of our licenses to operate under 

CSDR. We expect to receive the licences 

for all entities during the course of 2019.

Issuers & Legal Entity 
Identifiers (LEIs)

Q. What do I as an issuer need to 
know about these LEI codes?  

You as an issuer are expected to have and 

exercise a valid LEI code. You are expected 

to provide such LEI to all of the CSDs that 

you work with. Issuers are responsible for 

renewing their LEIs on an annual basis, 

and we will proactively inform you two 

months ahead of the LEI’s expiry.

Important note Securities acceptance 

at euroclear is not possible without the 

above mandatory information.

 

 

In accordance with the “Record-keeping” 

requirement of the regulation, we are 

obliged to store information regarding the 

governing laws under which securities are 

constituted as well as the issuer’s LEI.  

This includes NeuCP via EuroConnect  

for screens.
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Account segregation

Q. What kind of account set-up 
do Participants have and what 
about their under-lying clients?    

You have the choice of three types of 

account set-up with us. We offer you the 

choice between own assets, omnibus 

client segregation and individual client 

segregation. You have to inform us of 

the type of assets held on your accounts.

CSDR requires you to offer your 

underlying clients the choice of either:

• omnibus client segregation; or

• individual client segregation

CSDR also requires you to inform  

your underlying clients of the costs  

and opportunities related to these  

account options.

When do clients need to offer this 

choice by? 

Clients must comply with the above 

requirements by the time the CSDs obtain 

their authorisation. 

Reconciliation & 
integrity of issuance

Q. What happens if there are 
inaccuracies in my securities 
accounts? 

In the event of a break that results in either 

an undue creation or deletion of securities, 

and provided that the break is still pending 

at end of the following business day, 

we will suspend all securities settlement 

in the concerned ISIN, informing you, 

our authorities and any other impacted 

stakeholder in a timely manner.
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Settlement discipline

Q. What happens if there are 
securities transactions that 
don’t settle on their intended 
settlement dates?    

The Regulatory Technical Standards (RTS) 

will only take effect 24 months after 

official publication in the Official Journal 

of the European Union. 

The final report including draft RTS 

are currently being reviewed by the 

European Commission. Although these 

final concrete rules regarding settlement 

discipline are yet to be formally in place, 

we have developed an engine that we 

enable us to carry out our expected duties 

in relation to penalties. Namely:

• the calculation on all settlement flows

• the collection and re-distribution  

of penalties (except CCP flows)

• provide you with daily overview  

of penalties and a monthly payment/re-

distribution service.

Q. What are you expected to do 
to avoid settlement failures?   

At a minimum, you should follow the daily 

penalty reports provided by the (I)CSDs,  

to be able to

• carry out your own internal 

reconciliation 

• fund your Dedicated Cash Account(s)  

by the payment date 

• manage your underlying clients’ 

penalties 

You will be responsible for defining 

your own recharge policy towards your 

underlying clients.




